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Carotid Plaque 3D Compound Imaging and Echo-Morphology
Analysis: a Bayesian Approach

J.C. Seabra (MSc), J.M. Sanches (PhD), L.M. Pedro (MD) and J.F. e Fernandes (MD)

Abstract—This paper describes a method for volume recon-
struction of the carotid plaque and presents a novel local
characterization of its echo-morphology. The data is composed
by a series of nearly parallel ultrasound images (3D Compound
Imaging) and the acquisition is performed using traditional non-
invasive ultrasound equipment available in most medical facili-
ties, without need of a spatial locator device. The reconstruction
algorithm uses the observed pixels inside the plaque, which were
obtained in a pre-segmentation stage performed under medical
guidance [1].

The paper proposes a Bayesian algorithm which estimates the
underlying volume inside the plaque, by filtering and interpo-
lating the data in order to remove speckle noise and fill non-
observed regions, respectively. This volume is further used in
plaque echo-morphology analysis.

The observation model is based on the Rayleigh distribution,
commonly used to model speckle noise in ultrasound images. A
prior model based on the edge preserving Total Variation Gibbs
distribution is also used to fill the gaps on non-evenly spaced
observations. An energy function is derived from these models
and an iterative algorithm computes its minimizer.

The estimated function, defined in a given volume of interest,
is used in global and local plaque characterization, namely to
estimate its average levels of stenosis, echo-morphology and to
identify vulnerable foci inside the plaque. The goal is to make
atherosclerosis diagnosis more accurate and complete than using
traditional 2D ultrasound analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Carotid atherosclerosis is one of the main causes of stroke
which is the most common life-threatening neurological dis-
ease. Its most important feature is plaque formation due to
accumulation of lipid, protein, and cholesterol esters [2]. These
plaques cause a gradual thickening (stenosis) of the arterial
lumen making the blood flow to the brain more difficult. The
risk of stroke increases with the severity of carotid stenosis
and decreases after endarterectomy, i.e. plaque removal. Up
to now the degree of stenosis has been targeted as a strong
predictor of stroke [3]. Indeed, it is the only criterion used to
decide about a surgical intervention.

Because the decision for surgical intervention presents im-
portant clinical and financial consequences, a relevant effort is
being done in the study of new diagnostic tools and indicators
of plaque risk, namely, by using ultrasound (US) imaging. US
is non-invasive, easily accessible, acquires in real time and is
less expensive than other imaging modalities (MRA or CT).
Studies using US encompass a broad range of techniques to
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measure stenosis severity or intima-media layer thickness and
to characterize the plaque echogenicity and texture through
parameters such as the gray scale median (GSM), variance or
percentile of echolucent pixels (P40) [4].

However, the assessment of plaque risk through conven-
tional two-dimensional (2D) techniques may not be very
accurate because it is limited to a subjective selection of
a particular US image which needs to be representative of
the plaque structure. Moreover, since a single and precise
cutting plane is difficult to reproduce, an accurate monitoring
of disease progression is also arduous to perform.

By this, new methods based on 3D US have been proposed
[5], where reconstructed volumes are used to better assess
plaque vulnerability. 3D US uses a conventional transducer,
manipulated mechanically or free-handed, to produce serial
planar cross-sections at different spatial positions and orien-
tations. Usually, in both cases, a spatial locator is attached to
the probe to measure its location. However, these devices are
expensive and not usually available.

Two approaches are usually considered to describe the
carotid and plaque geometries in a certain region of interest
(ROI): surface rendering and volume rendering.

In the first approach, realistic models of the carotid bifurca-
tion are created and used to quantify the level of stenosis and
plaque volume [6]. The second approach is used, for instance,
to assess surface ulceration [7]. Plaque morphology, based on
specific statistical parameters, is being used to characterize
plaque echogenicity and texture. However, these global mea-
sures may not be sufficient and accurate in most cases. In [1] is
described a computational tool for plaque analysis based either
on surface and volume reconstruction. The estimated carotid
wall and plaque geometries are obtained by extracting their
contours from the US images using active contours, and the
plaque characterization is done by making statistical analysis
of the non equally spaced noisy observations obtained from
its interior.

In this paper, non-evenly spaced noisy observations are used
in a Bayesian framework to estimate the underlying continuous
function which is thereafter used to compute statistical param-
eters that describe plaque echo-morphology. The continuous
function is used to locally characterize the plaque as well as
to compute relevant global parameters, such as the level of
stenosis and the plaque volume.

The next section refers to the problem description. Section
3 describes the algorithm used for plaque reconstruction and
characterization. Section 4 presents experimental results with
medical validation and discussion, and section 5 concludes the
paper.
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II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The data used to reconstruct the middle region of the carotid
artery, near the bifurcation where the plaque formation is more
frequent, is composed of a set (n = 60) of nearly parallel
cross-sections (fig. 1(a)). Since no spatial locators are being
used, the acquisition protocol is a critical process to guarantee
the quality of results. Here, it is used an acquisition proto-
col described in [1] where it is reported that reconstruction
errors due to variations on probe velocity and orientation are
not relevant. In this previous work, the authors proposed a
semi-automatic segmentation algorithm to build realistic 3D
meshes of the carotid and plaque. These meshes are obtained
from the contours extracted from the US images by using
active contours, under medical supervision. This contours are
smoothed, linked and aligned and and thereafter used in mesh
reconstruction process.

a) b)

Fig. 1. 3D reconstruction scheme. a) 3D Compound Imaging. b) 3D regular
grid used for volume reconstruction.

In the current work, the data to be processed is composed
by the pixels inside the plaque obtained from the previous
segmentation process. However, this data presents some un-
desirable features: 1) is noisy, being corrupted by a type
of multiplicative noise called speckle; 2) is sparse, because
there are few cross sections covering the plaque regions (only
about 20) which may not observe all region of interest and 3)
is not evenly spaced, because the alignment algorithm must
compensate for the variations in the orientation and velocity
of the US probe and for tissue movement and deformation
during acquisition process.

The speckle noise is generated during the acquisition pro-
cess and is caused by the interaction of acoustic waves
with biological tissues and probe surface. The analysis of
the physics associated with US propagation suggests that the
received echo can be modeled by a Rayleigh distribution [8].

In this paper, a Bayesian approach with a Maximum a
Posteriori (MAP) criterion is used to estimate a continuous
function f : Ω → R, with Ω ∈ R3, describing the underlying
volume inside the plaque, from a set of observations, Y = {yi}
and corresponding positions X = {xi},

F̂ = arg max
F

J(Y, X, F ), (1)

where J(Y,X, F ) = log(p(Y |F,X)p(F )) is an objective
function, F is a vector column of coefficients defining f(x),
p(Y |F,X) is the observation model and p(F ) is an edge
preserving Gibbs prior distribution used to regularize the
solution, by filling the gaps and remove the speckle noise.
The function f(x) to be estimated is defined as a linear

combination of basis functions, f(x) = FT Φ(x) where
Φ(x) = [φ0(x), φ1(x), ..., φN−1(x)]T is a column vector of
basis functions, φk(x), centered at the nodes of a 3D regular
grid (see Fig.1(b))

It is assumed statistical independence of the observations,
leading to the following likelihood function

p(Y |F, X) =
∏

p(yi|F, xi), (2)

where

p(y|F, x) =
y

f(x)
e−

y2

2f(x) (3)

is the Rayleigh distribution. The prior function is an edge
preserving total variation (TV) based Gibbs distribution [9]
needed to interpolate the data and fill the gaps without
distorting the transitions,

p(F ) =
1
Z

e−α
∑

gk (4)

where gk is the gradient magnitude of f(x), |∇f(x)|, com-
puted at kth node. This gradient magnitude can be approxi-
mated as follows

gk =

√√√√
6∑

j=1

(fk − fkj )2 (5)

where fkj are the six neighbors of fk. The α parameter is used
to control the strength of the connections among neighboring
nodes and is manually tunned. High values of α lead to cleaner
and smoothed solutions and smaller values of α lead to better
preserved detail solutions but also noisier. The parameter α is
also used here to implement a continuation method to improve
the convergence properties of the algorithm. In this method
the α parameter assumes large values in the first steps of
the reconstruction process being gradually reduced along the
iterations.

III. RECONSTRUCTION AND CHARACTERIZATION

The maximization of (1) is done by finding the stationary
point of J(Y, X, F ), U(Y,X, F ) = ∇F J(Y,X, F ) = 0, with
the Newton-Raphson method. In a element wise basis,

∂

∂fk
log p(Y |F ) +

∂

∂fk
log p(F ) = 0, (6)

Differentiating each term with respect to fk yields to

∂

∂fk
log p(Y |F ) =

1
2

∑ 2f(xi)− y2
i

f2(xi)
φk(xi) (7)

∂

∂fk
log p(F ) =

6α

gk
[fk − fk] (8)

where fk = 1
NV

∑
fkτ . Replacing (7) and (8) in (6) and

considering the approximation f(xi) ≈ fk leads to:

1
fk

∑
φkxi − 1

2f2
k

∑
y2

i φk(xi) +
6α

gk
(fk − fk) = 0 (9)

The element wise Newton-Raphson method is formulated
as follows

f t+1
k = fk − U(yk, xk, fk)

∂U(yk, xk, fk)/∂fk
, (10)
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where

U(yk, xk, fk) =
bk

fk
− fML

k

f2
k

+
6α

gk
(fk − fk) (11)

where bk =
∑

i∈Vk
φk(xi) and fML = 1

2

∑
y2

i φk(xi) is the
maximum likelihood (ML) estimate.

Equation (10) can be rewritten as follows

f t+1
k = fk

6αfk

gk
f2

k − 2fkbk + 3fML
k

6αfk

gk
f3

k − bkfk + 2fML
k

. (12)

The initialization is performed with FML = {fML
k } and

the stop criterion is the norm of the error, that is, E = ||F t−
F t−1||. In non-observed regions, the 3D grid FML is filled
with the Rayleigh mean value of whole plaque observations.

The statistics needed to characterize the echogenicity and
texture are computed from the estimated f(x) according to
theoretical estimators derived from the Rayleigh distribution.
For instance, estimators for the mean (µ), standard deviation
(σ), median (υ) and percentile 40 (P40) for the Rayleigh
distribution with parameter f(x) are the following

µ =

√
f̂(x)π

2
(13)

σ(x) =

√
4− π

2
f̂(x) (14)

υ(x) =
√

2 log(2)f̂(x) (15)

P40(x) = 1− e
−402

2f̂(x) . (16)

These estimators will be used to continuously (x ∈ R3)
characterize the plaque echo-morphology.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section experiments using synthetic and real data
will be displayed. Fig. 2 shows the results using synthetic
data. This volume is composed by a white cylinder (f(x) =
0.75) inside an homogeneous region (f(x) = 0.25). A 96 ×
96× 96 dimension 3D grid is used to represent f(x) and the
reconstruction algorithm associates each estimated coefficient
fk to a node of the grid.

The set of images (n = 50) extracted from the original and
noiseless volume, are artificially corrupted by multiplicative
noise with Rayleigh distribution. Fig. 2(a) shows a noiseless
cross-section of the original object and the corresponding
image corrupted by noise (Fig. 2(b)). Figs. 2(c)-(d) show
the ML estimation, fML(x), from which the MAP algo-
rithm is initialized, and the MAP solution, fMAP (x). The
corresponding surface profiles are displayed in Figs. 2(e)-(f).
It is observed a regularization effect produced by the prior
contribution. Figs. 2(g)-(h) illustrate the 3D reconstructions
using a volume rendering visualization approach.

The second set of tests uses real data composed by n = 60
cross sections of a carotid artery of a patient with atherosclero-
sis. The results are depicted in fig. 3. Figs. 3(a)-(b) are cutting
planes of the ML and the MAP estimates from the observed
data. Figs. 3(c)-(d) show the respective surface profiles and

     

       

        a)             b) 

  

     c)             d) 

   e) f) 

     g)             h) 

Fig. 2. Synthetic results. a-b) True and noisy cutting planes, c-d) ML and
MAP estimates of fk , e-f) Surface meshes of ML and MAP and g-h) 3D
visualizations with volume rendering.

Figs. 3(e)-(f) present the volume reconstructions of both ML
and MAP estimates. There is similarity between the two
images and the observed data, except for some regularization
and blurring effects, specially at the transitions.

Fig. 3. Real results. a-b) ML estimate of the original (noisy) cutting plane
and the corresponding MAP estimate of fk , c-d) Surface profiles of ML and
MAP, e-f) 3D visualizations with volume rendering. g) Virtual cross-section
of the carotid plaque. h) Plaque surface, showing irregularities.
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With this method is possible to extract virtual cross-sections
(Fig. 3(g)) with arbitrary positions and orientations without
need of the physical presence of the patient, allowing a more
accurate and complete inspection of the carotid plaque. Using
a region growing algorithm, plaque morphology in 3D is
segmented (Fig. 3(h)). Other important feature consists in
its continuous characterization by using statistical estimators
given by (13)-(16). Table I shows a close similarity between
the statistical parameters determined by the medical doctor
and those obtained with the estimated function f̂k. With this
functionality is possible to detect vulnerable plaque regions by
using different statistical measures.

TABLE I
GLOBAL CHARACTERIZATION OF CAROTID PLAQUE ECHO-STRUCTURE

Parameters 2D medical Parameters 3D estimated

µyo 44.29 f̂µ 49.31

υyo 40 f̂υ 46.33

σyo 27.83 f̂σ 25.78

P40yo 50.62 f̂P40 56.76

The analysis of plaque echo-morphology, in particular the
GSM (or median) and P40 (percentage of hypoechogenic
voxels) determines whether (or not) the plaque is stable,
considering the consensual thresholds given in the literature:
GSM < 32 and P40 > 43 [4]. This binary classification
is, however, very simple and incomplete as it can give rise
to wrong diagnostic and clinical decisions, because it does
not give any information about the extension of the unstable
regions inside the plaque.

Fig. 4. Local assessment of plaque echo-morphology, in terms of: a-c)
hypoechogenicity and d) heterogeneity.

A local characterization is clinically relevant to obtain
information about plaque local echo-morphology which is
not provided by global measurements. Fig.4 displays results
of the local analysis using different statistical-based criteria.
Figs.4(a)-(c) show the identification of regions of hypoe-
chogenicity, with mean and median values below 32 and P40

above 43%. These are typically related to the presence of
lipid, hemorrhage, inflammatory activity and thus instability.
Moreover, Fig. 4(d) shows results of a measure of plaque
texture, assessed with the standard deviation [10].

V. CONCLUSIONS

A 3D reconstruction algorithm was presented, based on a
Bayesian approach, assuming a Rayleigh model describing the
observation data and a TV prior. The use of the Rayleigh
model is justified by the image formation process and the
presence of speckle noise. The algorithm was tested using
synthetic and real data. Good results were achieved in both
cases, regarding noise reduction and data interpolation from
non equally spaced observations.

3D compound imaging of the carotid plaque is addressed
towards its morphological characterization in a local basis.
This issue may have clinical relevance on the diagnosis
and treatment of the disease, since traditional studies either
performed in two dimensions or/and assessing plaque global
echo-structure (global GSM and P40) show variability and are
not sufficient. Analysis of plaque composition is performed
by computing a set of statistical estimators, such as mean,
median, P40 and standard deviation for each spatial position
of the carotid plaque data. Plaque echogenicity is assessed by
detecting the more hypoechogenic regions within the plaque,
considering thresholds presented in the literature. Texture is
assessed by defining a colorscale of heterogeneity. This study
leads to significant improvements on the current state-of-the-
art atherosclerosis diagnosis tools. It can provide a more
complete characterization of the carotid plaque and tracking
of disease progression or response to treatment.
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